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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON. S02 ONZ

TELEPHONES:

Southampton 20855 • 8.30 a.m. to 6p.m.
West End 4651 • 6.00p.m. to 8.30p.m.

Miniature Figurines are proud to announce the
very first listing of TRUE 30mm WARGAMES
FIGURES for THE NAPOLEONIC PERIOD. It
is planned to have an extensive list for this
period together with:-

THE COLONIAL

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

THE SEVEN YEARS WAR

at a later date. The proposed Listing of this
Scale will be included in our New 1972-1973
Catalogue available within Six Weeks. (See
this Page Next Month).

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY M1NIFIGS 30mm PRICE LIST

30B 6 Centre Coy Guards Advancing.
30B 10 Rifles Running.
30B 13 Light Infantryman Advancing.
30B 16 British Pioneer.
30B 24 Highlander Advancing.
3CB 31 Horse Artilleryman holding Rammer.
30B 32 Horse Artilleryman holding Porte-Fire
30B 33 Horse Artilleryman Officer.

INFANTRY FIGURES:-

INDIVIDUALLY 13p Each
10 of The Same JEl.OOp

CAVALRY FIGL'RES:-

INDIV1DUALLY 40p Each
3 of The Same £1.00p

GUNS:-

30B 100 Wounded Soldier.

?iiLIL^y_yAP.9k^.9Ni?_cAYA_L_?Y

30BC 4 Scots Grey.
30BC 7 Light Dragoon.

Ol^CHJ^APOLEONIC.INFANTRY

Old Guard Advancing.
Old Guard March Attack.
Line Grenadier Advancing.
Line Grenadier Campaign Dress.
French Voltigeur or Line Advancing.
Light Infantryman Bugler.
Line Advancing Fusilier.
Dragoon March Attack.
Line Artilleryman Firing Gun.
Line Artilleryman holding Rammer.
Line Artilleryman carrying Bucket.
Line Artilleryman carrying Ball.
Line Artilleryman pulling Rope.
Carabineer Officer Dismounted.
Hussar Cavalry Officer.

30FC 3 Polish Lancer.
30FC 5 Line Artilleryman with Sword (Suitable for Chasseur a Cheval).

The figures are manufactured from top quality metal alloy giving a high standard of detail
which when painted the Wargamer and even the Collector will find more than satisfactory.

30F 1

30F 2

30F 21
30F 22

30 F 28

30F 30
30F 33
30F 37
30F 41
30F 42

30F 43

30F 44

30F 45
30F 102

30F 103

NEVILLE DICKINSON - Commercial Director

RICHARD HIGGS - Design Director

Field Gun 50p Each
Limber 50p Each
LIMBER Horses 25p Ee ;Ch

?ii??JA_N .NAPOLEONIC

CAVALRY

30RC 1 Cossack Trooper.
30RC 5 Cuirassier Trooper.

NA?9k§2N_I£A?Iilr_LiERY

30FA 1 French 8 pdr. Field
Gun.

30FA 4 British 9 pdr. Field
Gun.

30FA 5 British Limber.
30FA 6 French Limber.

Metal Military Miniatures

for the WARGAMER and the COLLECTOR
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EDITORIAL

I have just returned from an absolutely
superb week spent in Brussels on a trip organ
ised by the Military Historical Society. Wo
spent seven nights in Brussels and quite a lot of time looking round Museums etc.,
and our party covered n round thousand miles from London to Dover, across the Channel
to Brussels, around numerous battlefields and then back to Dunkirk and home to London.
During the course of this hectic week we made extensive explorations of the Battle
fields of Waterloo; Ramillies, Oudenarde, Mons, the fortifications of Nomur, Ypres,
Hill 60, Sanctuary Wood and Passendaele. For the Marlburian battlefields we had the
great pleasure of being conducted by David Chandler from Sandhurst, who first gave a
preparatory talk on the battle, tactics and armies involved and then took us exten
sively all over those fields of war. We were extremely fortunate in having a most
cheerful and obliging coach driver who did not seem to mind taking his 46 seater down
any muddy little cart track we asked! The information I gained about Hnrlburian war
fare will revolutionise my wargames concept of that period!

Now I am going to let you into a secret! Arising out of this most successful
tour, the same group intend taking a party to Spain in the week following Esster next
year when, based on Madrid, a coach will be chartered and the battlefields of
Wellington's Peninsular Campaign will be explored. If sufficient people go to fill
up the plane and coach seats then the cost will be considerably reduced and for what
we are going to get I think that the sum mentioned to me was amazingly cheap. Of
course it is better if you are a Member of the Military Historical Society because
then you will have no difficulty in getting on this party but even so if you are
genuinely interested in coming please let me know and I will forward your name and
address to the organisers so .hat they can tentatively book a place for you. A
large contingent are going from the .tessex Military Society and a good time should
be had by all, especially in the evenings in Madrid!

No one is more enthusiastic than I on the fine layout and contents of the
American magazine "Strategy and Tactics" but I am more thsn a little concerned that
their most recent publicity handout says ".... in the future there will be consider
ably more material on social and political conflict than has been the case." In
company with the majority of people, I am sick and tired of all the agitation and
militancy shown by demonstrations and protests, usually by students who have not
lived long enough to have much experience in the matters about which they are pro
testing. Let us keep our magazines in this hobby strictly to military history and
military matters and leave the social and political scene to those who have got the
time and inclination to work themselves up over it. Now I shall 3it back and await
angry and anguished comments!

DON PEgTHgtSTOHE.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5.70 in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Pull page
Half page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00, (#0.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth page

Classified a-.'verts lp (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (#4.00).
75p (#2.00).



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

Amid the

confusion and bad leadership of the Indian Mutiny,
the commander whose ability was really eminent

was Sir Hush Rose, who in the spring and summer of
1858 marched a column of -about 5,000 men a distance
of 1,000 miles from Ujjein to the Jumna. He had no
maps, and so had i.o reconnoitre the whole way for
himself. But no fortress coulc. resist him, no risk
could daunt him, no enemy arrest him. iione the _^,-iS*-.
lei oac of hi:- marches during the hot weather i^iT *
were tryin ; beyond . or. one occasion a

brigade, being called upon for (1 great effort, painf illy marched on through over
powering heat. It w .1 ...•• that ! wary .logs ran howling away, their skins
slashed as if by subr -cut by the burning sun. .'here was no shade and no water,
.'he transport bulla painfully on at the rate of one mile an
hour. i'he iown first by twos and threes and then by scores. The litter-
bearers In d no strength to carry their loads. Officers were brought bad: to the
rear shriekin or 1 ughing in delirium. All staff officers were prostrated and the
column strug ;led on without guides till it overtook a brigade which had marched
before it. halting-place ••••;-s reached it was long before water could be
found; and only with difficulty were sufficient able men found to stand sentry over
the well and preserve order while fhe water was distributed. On this day thermo
meters marked 1^0 dc ;r ' heit and then burst.

00O00

lesson learned by many of cur cavalry officers in the i'eninsula, where the
heaviest -'rent'" 0 v >lry :c had to meet in the field were their Dragoons, medium
cav Lry no1 1. very well mounted while in opain, was the tremendous impact
of true h cav . . an bi horses, in a charge knee-to-knee. Che charge
of the •. v, ] . • : 1 01 ;'nd July, 1o1£, was a case in point. 3ood as Light
cavalry ...i hi , nd L i m have our., dealt successfully with opposing heavies,
there w do oul in wind i of men who had seen enough active service that the
real he vy .. »r inu orm i r 1 part of any force of all arms, .is already
stress . the beau ideal of those responsible for mount
ing our cavalry. 'hi experiences of the short Waterloo campaign of 1815 lay all in
the same direction: ;iven pro] r Leadin and a fair measure of fitness, the big,
compact well—bred horse was a battle "inner.

\

00O00

lities of the Dominion troops
superfluousness of exact

god because, as a whole, the m
tion? i.'ot only had the coloni
two centuries we were exporti

quently Botany Bay. how there
licy of deportation was to kee
; it of its natural, more comb
combination with voluntary cmi

biological effect.

00O00

.'he fightin.: nu i
cited as proof of the
superior quality emer
strains of our popula
ous elements, but for
plantations and subsc
motives behind the do

tractable by ieprivin
that this policy, in
it has had a lasting

of the 191^ -ar have often been
ipline. Can it not be that their
en were descended from the bolder

es been attracting the adventur-
ng law-breakers to the American
is no doubt that one of the

p the bulk of the population
ative leaders, and it could be
gration, was so successful that

Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail or knock the breast, no weakness, no
contempt, ..is.r-.i e or blame; nothing but well and fair and what may quiet us in a
death so noble.

from a memorial tablet in the Guards Ghapcl, ..'ellington Barracks, London.

00O00

second only to the sword as the cavalryman's weapon pur excellence was the
lance - indeed there were those who considered the lance to be the queen of weapons.
xts origins go back into the mists of history, and it has been carried in battle by
the horsemen of nearly every nation. We read in Doughty's "Arabia«Deeerts" of the
Jedouin gallants who galloped into battle with their long lances pointing towards th<
enemy, and it was the 1'olish lancers of John Sobieski who saved Vienna from the Turk.
From then onwards every lancer must either be a Pole or dress like one. Since there

were not er.ou-h Poles to provide every country with its lancers, armies were comnell-
ed.to.raise,their own, but so far as they could they dressed ana equipped the::: oh th
Polish model.



A FSrt THOUGHTS CI. THL' AHSaidli CIVIL ..Aii

by

Gary Gygax (of Lake Geneva, U.j.A.)

Over the past fifteen years or so I have had
various reasons for serious study of our Civil ,<ar.
This has led me to consult most of the major works
on the subject, including the 30UTH2HH HISTORICAL
SOCIETY PAP3RS, HASPiiR'S and the OFFICIAL RECO.;DS.
Although I do not currently have easy access to the
first two, there is a set of the Official iiecords
handy anytime I need it, so I can and will help out
any of my fellow wargamers in the U.K. who desire
some research. I cannot promise to give service by
return mail, but most research does not require months. All I ask is some form of
reimbursement for return postage, as I am on a very limited budget (as most of us
are!).

Anyway, i thought I would mention organisation of both the U.G. and G.G. army
in passing. The basic unit for both sides was the infantry regiment, and both sides
raised many, many hundreds of them during the course of the war. Although the PC
called for a regimental strength of over 100 men, neither side fielded these kind of
formations after the early port of the war, if ever.

.Vhile the policy of the Confederacy fed some new recruits or other replacements
back into existing regiments which were below strength, it suffered from a shortage
of manpower - particularly later in the war. It also continued to field new regi
ments despite underotrcngth formations already existing.

The Union relied mainly on new regiments, so that replacements almost never
were given to existing formations.

•The upshot of all this was that the strength of an average regiment, regardless
of which side, .'as about 50/- of authorised strength - 't-500.

As almost all regiments were formed of ten companies, with no battalion organis
ation, the average company strength was 'tO-50. As the regiment was the basic unit,
I find that the most logical organisation then is to use 10 figure regiments, 1
figure equalling a company of 'tO men. Infantry companies did not operate independ
ently.

Brigades were formed of from 2-5 regiment.:, divisions of from 2-5 brigades, and
corps of from 2-5 divisions. artillery was usually subordinated directly to Corps
H.Q., although a battery or two was sometimes attached to a division. There were
usually 9 light batteries in a corps, Common cannon were 6 and 12 pdr Napoleons, 10
and 20 pdr Parrott rifles, 3" Ordinance rifles, 12 -.nd 2't pdr howitzers, as well as
a proliferation of other guns, inc uding the whitworth. l'here were 2-6 guns per
battery, with about 1u gunners per gun. 1:40 works well. Cavalry was formed in
regiments of 12 troops, and singls troops often served independently. The 1:40 ratio
for infantry holds well for the cavalry also.

There were a few exceptions as far as infantry regiments go. For example, the
2nd U.S. Sharpshooters had only 8 companies. i'here were a number of U.S. Heavy
Artillery regiments, with 12 companies, which served as infantry. .. few Confederate
regiments also had 12 companies. These units were sub-divided into *f battalions of
3 companies each. The U.S. also had 9 regiments of Regulars, Zh (1) companies per
rebiment.

That should give your readers a pretty good start towards organising a Civil
..'ar Army. If I can be of any further help, please let me know. (33° Center Street,
Lake Geneva, WI 531'i7, U.S.A.).

"Have you ever thought of producing a book containing all the battle reports
in the Wargamer1s Newsletter? I am sure many people would be interested in such a
book, especially if they contained such items as the "War of the Bombnr Succession"
and "The French Invasion of England".

A.G.Roberts of Caerphilly, Glamorgan.



INGENUITY IN WARCAMES RULiiS

by

Philip Barker

I feel strongly that there is still room for ingenuity in wargaming. Up to
three years a;o, every rule writer stuck to the one dice per 5 men, and saving
throws, next came the Tunstill era, and everybody jumped on the band wagon and
specified around scales and time scales, and now everybody uses our weapon factor
system, while we are looking for something new!

Everybody seems convinced that all the methods worth using have already been
tried, which makes the occasional brand new idea so refreshing. You might like

to throw this to your readers in the Newsletter; challenge them to produce really
original ways of calculating casualties or testing troop reaction. 9/10 of the
result might be the same old stuff or rubbish, but the odd nugget would be worth
it.

Obviously, ideas come from all over. I found myself the other day playing
around with a brand new system for tank fighting for some time before I realised
it was the old, old Tarr "Strike and Defence Points" system!

However, our weapon factor system has an important difference from any of its
predecessors, in that casualties are based on the base two logarthim, rather than
on multiplication or addition. This means that an addition of 1 to the weapon or
tactical factors always increases casualties by 25$. The older system had the
effect of doubling casualties if increasing the factor from 1 to 2, and increasing
it only by a tenth if increasing from 10 to 11.

This meant that we could be much more accurate in some ways. For example,
troops under fire from long range with weak bows would have the 3ame casualty re
duction from carrying shields a3 would troops in melee against spears, either 25y.'
or 53/0 depending on their armour.

On the old system, a realistic value for shields at long range would have made
them comparatively useless at short range, and so we would have had to have two
values, complicating the rules for the player.

All our complications came in the initial calculations we did when writing the
rules; the player gets a simple little table to use. The basic idea came from Ed
Smith, and I did the calculations.

Send 5p for catalogue

G.R.Seton

•23 Grove Road
Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

NEW 25mm WARGAMH FIGURES

ANCIENTS

Al 1 Indian Archer with bamboo bow.
Al 2 Indian with spear and shield.
AR 12 Roman Aux. in wolfskin with shield and spears.
AR 13 Roman Legionary throwing Pylum.
G 9 Greek Archer.

G 10 Hoplite advancing with sword and shield.

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

EC 30 Officer with Halberd.
EC 31 Standard Bearer - soft hat.
3CC13 Dragoon - capable of being a foot figure.

FOOT - 6p. CAVALRY - 14p. CANNON - 25p.

Postage: Orders under £5 add 10',-. Over £5 free.



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Major 3. .Collar U.S.Army

Part 2

I also use a four-fold expansion of the playing scale, but only for the .re-
gunpowder period. •''his means one figure represents 16 men. i'his allows a playing
table of 1280 x 1760 yards. I "judge" this upwards to 1500 x 2000 yards, giving me
an operational-level, as opposed to a tactical level, game. (The basic tactical
unit of the Ammervale Kingdom, located in the Iron Hills, is the 600 m-JH "Battle"
of h "Banners" of iMt men each. It is represented by 39 figures. This allows de
ployment of a full fire Battle .<ing against Ons, Pitches, Demons, or whatever).

.xs you may have guessed, I set my pre-gunpowder battles in the smpty spaces of
Khun, of Tolkiens Middle Berth. My mythical nation is celled Ammervale, and resem
bles the old Swiss Confederacy. As the kingdom is expanding southward, in pursuit
of trade, I have had to include cavalry. I set rr.y period in the ? Age. I feel
that the defeat of Sauron should have left a power vacuum into which someone should
have expanded. I also feel that ? would, at this period be more interested in
expanding directly north, west of Hukwood, or at most, linkin up with the men of
Dale.

I'o provide enemies I have postulated Ore Banel:-, a mythical tube called 'Plains
Eiders" resembling in organisation, tactics and eventual fate, the American Indian,
not the Mongol, as the distances are too short to provide the haven the Hon ols had.

Cne major change I mad,.- wan to declare Shun to be the Bay of Rhun (map maker's
error?). This allows access to the sea. Phis allows postulating another continent
inhabited by the denizen's of Sddington's "The ;orm Curobouros". i.ost of the
characters are deed at the end but addington allows the whole thing to start over,
at the wish of Lord orandock Daha, so x can use everybody by allowing the ..'itches to
discover the relatively undefended coasts of ? before the gre.t "wrassling"
match in the Foliots. .-.s to time, I link the great repulse of the Ghouls with the
events before Horannon. 1 have not yet fully incorporated either Gandalf's ?
or ? "grammury" in the history, bu'_ I am workin ; on it.

For larger games, I use board types until close contact is made and then fight
it out. Some excellent games, which 1 highly recommend are 'Phalanx", "Dark Ages"
and "Centurion". I have not yet seen a tactical musket game of similar quality.

(NOTE! '?' are inserted 'where unexplained gaps were left in Major Collar's narra
tive!)

BOARD WARGAM3S AND MINIATURISTS IN U.S.A.

by

George Phillies

With respect to the miniatures V3. boardgames debate, I would only note that
the local club I am in is an all-boardgaming club, the miniaturists having been
converted to boardgaming.

In a broader sense, the debate is slightly silly, as the difference is in the
symbols used to represent the units involved. I am aware of "1 figure = 1 regi

ment" miniatures battles and "1 counter - 1 man" boardgame battles,"appropriate
rules being used in both cases, so the difference is not a matter of scale. I have
preferred boardgames, myself, on the -rounds:
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1) cardboard counters are cheaper than plastic models.
2) cardboard counters and maps are easier to store than plastic models.
3) the counters are more flexible than the models.

Of course, our local group has never bothered to paint its figures. Besides
the work involved, this would freeze the composition of the two sides, as there
would be a natural reluctance to mix painted figures of different colours.

I have a few statistics on the question ofBoard vs. Miniatures gaming in this
country. Len Lakofka's suggestion that there is no unified picture here is basic
ally correct, but I can suggest some numbers:

Diplomacy Players: A recent census listed some 332 postal Diplomacy players
(listed nostly by Larry Peery and Rod Walker in the
magazine Hoosier Archives.) This is probably fairly com
plete. (Non-postal players are not included).

Miniaturists: This is hard to gauge, but I note a few magazine circulations:
The Courier - 1,000; International Wargamer (about half minia
turists) - 600+.

3oardgamers: Here we hove some better figures. The Avalon Hill General (an
all-boardgaming maga/.ine) has a circulation of about 5,000.
Strategy and Tactics, which prints a boardgame in each issue
(and no miniatures articles) lias a circulation of more than
10,000. The Avalon Hill ^cmpany sells around 200,000 games a
year (within 50$)J some substantial fraction of these (half of
each new title?) go to people who own most or all of the other
Avalon Hill games, and are probably serious boardgamers. So,
there are likely 15,000-25,000 serious boardgamers in the
country.

There has been much made of the "maturity" of miniaturists and boardgamers,
at least locally. It would appear to me that people start out in whichever field
they encounter first (no great news, that) and end u? playing whatever most of the
people around them play. Thus, people in the Chicago area report to me that their
players have switched from boardgamers to miniatures as they become active, while
locally we find th-t people who started out in miniatures have shifted to board-
games.

CLUB NEWS

The Merseyside Wargamers are loose-knit to the extreme. In fact we are a collec
tion of about twenty regulars who meet and fight at the drop of a shako rather than
the inexorable insistence of a club timetable.

Naturally we have large collections of Napoleonics, covering all the major (and
most of the minor) armies of the period. About a year ago we had a battle using
over 15,000, all metal, figures, There wasn't much room for manoeuvre but it was
quite a sight.

We are divided into roughly equal groups of mild *rule3men' on the one hand and
•Featherstone Funmen' on the other (I class myself as the latter typo).

The two groups find common ground to fi_-ht on with the .'ncient period. 'Rules-
men' are more than pleased with the Research Group'3 rules, while we •Funmen' find
that as they are playable and realistic they are worth the effort of the tiresome
computations.

The current excitement about Conventions is highly amusing. I find the idea of
a knock-out competition leading to 'National Champions' to be ridiculous when applied
to war ames. It goes against the whole spirit of the hobby and provides the cynics
of the mass-media with some splendid ammunition. In short, it brings the pastime
into disrepute. The main result of Conventions and centralised rule making is to
create a self-appointed elite of wargamers who now look upon themselves as revered
spokesmen!

Some of the Merseyside Wargamer3, I must add, would certainly not agree with me
on this topic. However, an example of how ludicrous the attitudes of this organising
'elite' are, is given with the formation of the Regional Committees.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15)



NORMAN NEWTON LIMITED

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE

A BREAKTHROUGH
IN

'STADDEN' MINIATURES

30mm and 54mm range now available at the
newly introduced lowest prices ever.

Regardless of where you live a personal visit to
Tradition to see our wonderful range

would pay for itself.

Sorry no list available

30MM WARGAMSS FIGURES

INFANTRY - 10p each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS - 20p each

CAVALRY - 60p each

TRADITION 188 PICCADILLY LONDON Wl
Telephone: 01-734 I 152



PAYING FOR A CONVENTION

by

John Mansfield

Joe Newton in the February issue of Wargamer's
"ewslettcr (p.17) mentioned that there should be
some way of minimising the cost and effort of hold-
in,; the event. Money is always an interesting aspec
of any venture and I will try to give a few ideas
without /retting involved in toe many side items that
deserve a place by themselves.

Money is needed, the question is ho:/ much and
were from. Thus one must have a good idea as to
•'•hat one is shootin- for. You must estimate the
number of people that you are expecting as well as
how much space you will need. You will have to de
cide if it will be one day or a single day. The
main way to think of this is to figure where it is.
Tf it is in or near a major city, then one can ex-
-oct a bi --or turn out than nearer a smaller one.
Also English conventions are larger than Americansi
'Sritish CALL TO ;HMS had close to 1,000 while a H.yJc. Convention has ar
"hy? Well thct's another article). ,nen you have made your decision and
:alised what you want or need, make plan:: for where you arc going to have

ound 200,

hove vir

it.

That is an article also but the rule of thumb is that if you are going to have
less than 150 - pick a hall, if more or for more than one day, go to a hotel or
Convention centre.

^If you go for a hall - price, phone everyone. Check the Yellow pages for "Halls
for "ire", phone the local iliti::, Fraternal Organisations, ask the Club Members if
they know of any. "rice, and then pick the hall THAT '.-.'ILL GIVE YOU TIE MOST SPACE
~y?. ".11. L.;..;r M0N3Y. Not the lowest as you wont spsce. After deciding, :o see the
iall, check it out, find out -.bout h<?-.- , tables, food and drink availability both at
the Flail or nearby. Lots of things.

If it is a hotel and the Convention is for more than one day, then find out how
•ia y people must stay ovorni ;ht to get you the area for free. All hotels have plans
for that, also will give you the hall for nothin •if you have a meal there. Also
they will bring down the price of rooms for a Convention. This all brings down your
costs. Talk to the person in charge of the Hotel and go over EVERYTHING. What about
tsbles, etc? What other Conventions may be meeting at the same time? Also in a
"otel you can get separate rooms for the Dealers tables, and any other special groups.

Now Dealers are also a good place to get money. Charge for the use of tables.
The tobies come free and yet a nominal charge of around #5.00 a day and let us say
#7.50 for two days is not unreasonable.

Thus a Convention overnight, with a banquet ot the finish can almost cost you
nothin;. The money charged at the door con be used for other things, we use it to
supplement an all-night film programme and to pay the expenses of any special Guest
of Honour that we brin: in.

A Convention in a hall con also work that way. If a Fraternal Hall is used, you
can probably get it for free providing that the womens auxiliary is allowed to sell
food during the gathering. Thus one serves the other. Thus coots can be keot down.

Joe also mentioned programming and the two days is plenty. Right now I am
rutting about four days of programming into two days, give3 me a good Convention and
V-.eeps everyone happy.

Good programming and lots of space/separate rooms is the key. More on that
1 1 fp-r

"I enjoyed the 'Brown Hills' bsttle report being a Tolkien fan. Thinking of
fantasy wargames 1 fancied adapting my Airfix astronauts and pitting them against in-
erplanetary foes in the manner of Robert Heinlein's "Starship Troopers" which must
•e th*-- most logically thought out extension of tha infantrymen of the future."

Peter Borthom of Cheshire.
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FRENCH LANCERS'

OF THE GUARD

FROM

CUIRASSIERS

by

J.L.Langton

Take any Cuirassier
whose sword arm is away

from his body. f\.
£*f

-OV<

. W v.- 0 -

First, cut off his
helmet, but leave the peak. Cut away the remainder of the horsehair streamer. Now
cut off the sword and bend or cut the sword arm into the desired position.

Cut away the epaulette on the left shoulder, and carefully cut away the tops of
the riding boots. Now for reconstruction. Take a diamond shape length of sprue and
cut about i" from it. Make a 5/l6" square from plastic card and place this on top
of the piece of sprue. I U3e UHU glue for this, which holds it very well. A piece
of plasticine hardened with two coats of clear nail varnish provides you with a
plume.

You now have the lancer cap. Place this on the figure and match it with the
peak of the old helmet. For the lance you can use pins but I find that even the
longest pin is not quite long enough. A wooden cocktail stick can be cut down to
the required width and length and plasticard or stiff paper will make the pennant.

The Cuirassier horse is a heavy cavalry mount and lacks the valise. I find that
the U.S.Cavalry horse after cutting away the ridge on the ssddle provides an excell
ent lancer mount, complete with the round valise.

With some careful painting you will have
our wargames table.

very presentable fi.-;ure, worthy of

Napoleonic WARGAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.O.M.

Wh.it you have always wanted perlcclly proportioned wargflmes
figures in correct anatomical scale. Easily converted 10 your
requirements. Matching the popular 25 mm scale. Make a superb
diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal ol Fri
British Gua

French Grenadie
Officer-Colour Beaicr-Drummer-Grerladiei
French Line Inlantry
Officer—Colour Boarer—Intantryman
French Light Intantryman
French Artillery Man. (This is a combination figuro moulded

t Mounted-British Rifle

I the Guard

. UllS
Allied Armies
British Line Officer-Colour Bearer-British Inlantryman
Highland Officer in Trews-Colour Bearer-Highland Inlantry.

man in Kilt
Prussian Officer-Colour Bearer-Pruss'an Inlantryman
Austrian Officer-Colour Bearer-Austrian Inlnnlryman-

Austrian Grenadlor
Russian Officer-Colour Bearer-Russian Infantryman
Napoleonic Cavalry

(Riders are all combination figures moulded with three arms.
Horses are separate).

French Hussar in Shako-French Hussar in Colback-Frcnch

French Dragoon—French Cuir •r-Prus

Standard B
Foot Figures 71p
Cavalry Figu 20p

available tor all cavalry listed
h. Colour Bearers Foot I5p
each. Cavalry Standard Bea

and Packing 5p per order.

Solo Agents for U.K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

3 College Square North, Belfast BT1-8AS

ich
25p each

LISTS FREE
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READERS' FORUM YOU WRITE

TO US

"Just read your dismal Editorial and you certainly have my sympathy - and more
money if you decide to put the price up. It is good of you to currently refuse that
option if only for the sake of the many youngsters in the hobby. However, spirall
ing costs cannot be absorbed for ever and if you rau3t fall bock on less attractive
methods of publication then so be it; glad to hear that the contents should remain
of the same high standard.

Your February Editorial stated an obvious fact that seems to escape a lot in
the hobby - that as a spectator sport, wargaming does not get off the ground as put
on by most organisations. I made this point some years ago in an article you were
good enough to publish. I was convinced then that only by a lot of rehearsal and
simplification can the game be demonstrated to the uninitiated. Stan Aspinoll and
I did this most successfully at a meeting organised by the Manchester branch of the
B.M.S.S. V/e cooked the dice throws so that no dice were actually thrown during the
demo, but I was able to talk through the moves as Stan made them without concentra
ting on trying to win. It worked very well and is I suggest the only way to demon
strate the game without boring your audience to tears - a point you so amply made
in February - but does anyone take any notice? In the rush for standardisation and
local prestige it amazes me how the simple things get overlooked."

Bill Mell of Huddersfield.

*****

"I wish to mount my troops on movement trays, but, I do not know a method by
which I can do thi3 and still be able to remove individual casualties. I would be

very grateful if you would help me."

M.Millard, 8 Hovers Crescent, Knowle, Bristol 4-

*****

"I find much of interest in the Newsletter, but do wish that World War II people
would hive themselves off with their boring tanks etc. I note too, and share your
abhorrence of this current obsession with Nazi Militaria.

My own interests are mid 19th century, particularly Franco-Prussian, and I am
currently, and slowly, painting up Miniature Figurines excellent, but perhaps over-
detailed figures of this period. Michael Howard's superb book on this war fired my
interest in military history as far back as 196j, and I still think it is my fav
ourite, although I have read Napier -nd Kinglake since. I have also painted up
Russian and Turkish armies of the Crimean period, inspired by Allen and Murotor's
"Caucasian Battlefields'."

M.B.Pollard of Cambridge.

*****

"One thing I disagree with is that over the past couple of months there has
been an advert for Stadden figures which has taken a whole page. One look at the
advert and we can see that approximately half a page is blank space and could have
been put to better use. Still this is only a small complaint which is completely
outweighed by the other advantages and good things in your magazine."

C.Tanner of Kidderminster.

(The simple reason for the Stadden Figures advert taking up a whole page is
because Tradition pay me £6 for the privilege! If they had only had half a page
then I would have only got £5 and it is only by advertising that I am able to keep
the magazine going because it is a non-profit making affair and I cannot afford to
subsidise it from my own pocket. - The Editor).

*****

"I think that the magazine is fine, but I think that improvements could be
made. I suggest a longer and more detailed "Must List" and more book reports.

One problem I have is getting the new Airfix sets. The hobby shop here takes
an extraordinary length of time to get the new sets in. Is there anywhere I could
order them by mail as soon as they are produced. It is most frustrating reading of
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a grand new product and not being able to see it for 10-14 months let alone buy it.

Something that intrigues me is that more figures are not produced in standard
drill positions. Judging from what I know a Battalion Company infantryman in the
British Army spent a great deal of his time in battle in one drill position or
another. I think positions such as priming, at the shoulder, slope or handling
cartridge, etc., would be nice. This of course applies to the Napoleonic period
but I am sure can be carried over into others. Rifles could be firing prone rest
ing their rifles on their shako's. Artillery especially should be done this way.
They should be thumbing the vent, carrying shot with the sabot and cartridge
attached etc. Perhaps some research into a drill manual would be the answer here.

William Henry of Ontario, Canada.

*****

"I was intrigued by your reference to your new book "WARGAMMS THROUGH THE AGES
- 5000 BC to 1500 AD" in the "Must List" of the March Newsletter, since I have re
cently had experience of battles between forces of widely differing periods. My
English 14th century army recently took on and soundly thrashed an army of Romans,
Parthian horse-archers and British chariots, commanded by my young (15 year old)
brother. We were using Tony Bath's excellent Ancient Rules, with additions for
plate-armour and longbows, but allowing the Parthians, Britons and knights equal
discipline with the legionaries. I cannot help feeling that had such a battle ever
been fought, with roughly equal numbers, the Romans would have made mincemeat of
the knights, longbows or no longbows!"

J. Graham-Leigh of London.

*****

"Regarding Mr. Peter Fairclough's article on French Napoleonic cavalry in the
"Make Your Own Army" series. It seems to me that buying fifty boxes of Airfix
cavalry to obtain fifty figures is somewhat unrealistic. At 19p a box or so, it
would be possible to buy the correct figures from Miniature Figurines for the same
price and no conversion difficulties! I am not criticising Mr. Faircloufh's
article, rather the costs' involved for the end result.

I an at the moment building two Napoleonic Armies from Airfix figures myself.
I find that the Airfix cuirassier figure can provide both British and French armies
with several different types of cavalry.

For the British, with little or no conversion, it is possible to arm them with
the 1st Dragoon Guards, the 1st Royal Dragoons and the 6th Innskillin•• Dragoons.
For the French, once again with very little conversion, there is the Dragoons and
the Dragoon Guards. Now for Lancers it is a little more difficult.

I am constructing at the present time, the 2nd Regiment of the Chevnulegers'
Lanciers de la Garde. In case you are interested in how these figures are made, I
have included a 3et of instructions which I hope will prove useful." (See "Make
Your Own Army").

J.L.Langton of Norfolk.

*****

"I was very interested in the 1971 November edition of your wonderful and de
tailed Wargamer's Newsletter. The article that interested me most of all was
"Battle Report of the Month" by Gary Gygax called "The 3attle of Br0wn Hills". I
was delighted to find this article becsuse I had just read "Lord of the Rings" by
Tolkien. Ever since I read this Newsletter I have been searching for figures that
could represent all the Ores, Elves, Men and Hobbits. But I have not succeeded.
I have tried my hand at converting, but I made a hash of it as I am more of a
painter than a modeller. I have been worgaming with Napoleonics for a long time
and am in need of a change. Airfix Romans and Britons are alright for converting
and pitched battles but I prefer the realism and detail of Suren's and Stoddon'3
soldiers. I would like to know what figures Mr. Gygax fought with?

I do not speak only for myself but for friends at school too. It would cer
tainly be a boon for all Tolkien fan3. I know you are very busy but you are the
only link for me to find out about possible ideas."

R. Welch of Cambridge.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF ROMANIA 1565

by

Dave Millward

The battle described was an imaginary confron
tation between France and Spain 4 years after the
actual Great Italian Wars between those two powers
actually ended in compromise at the Peace of Cateau Cambresis in 1559.

Both sides had realised the importance of cavalry after their last major clash
on Italian soil at Ceresole in 1544 and had taken particular note of the increasing
importance of the pistoleer. Both had therefore endeavoured to increase the mounted
component of their forces.

The Spanish Army consisted in infantry of the Tercio of Naple3, 2,000 Spanish
veterans, aided by 1,600 German Pikemen and 1,400 German and Italian Shot, mainly
arquebusier. In the Cavalry arm they had added to the normal Spanish and Italian
Lancer3 and Light Horse, 400 German Knights and 600 Reiter armed with pistols.

The French, instead of their normal Lance armed Gendarmarie fielded 600 Gend
armes with pi3tols reinforced by 400 German Reiter and the usual cloud of light
horse (Stradiots). Their infantry consisted of the now traditional Swiss and Lands-
knecht Pikes screened by German and Italian Shot (all arquebusiers) plus 1,500 un
tried French Pikemen and 1,400 French shot all armed with muskets. (Muskets had a
longer range but a slower rate of fire than the arquebus).

The battle was fought on an 8ft x 6ft table to the rules published by myself,
Nigel Jackson and Paul Kay (reviewed in "Must List"). Most of the figures were
Miniature Figurines 'Renaissance' and 'Thirty Years War1 range figures. Added to
these were hordes of Airfix conversions and some home cast figures.

At the outset both sides deployed as shown. It was the Spanish Commanders in
tention to crush the French right wing with his own massed cavalry on the left while
holding the centre and right. The French Commander intended an advance in the
centre with his vastly overwhelming pikes while holding both wings. He apparently
did not realise his superiority on the left until the battle was well under way.

The battle opened with a cannonade in which the outnumbering Spanish pieces
soon showed the French commander that he could not afford to wait around under this

hail of shot for long. As the French infantry began an advance in the centre and
their cavalry began to deploy on the left a fierce cavalry melee commenced on the
French right. French Stradiots once again proved their inability to deal with the
Spanish light horse and outnumbered and out-fought they wore soon broken and in
flight. In their wild career they swept away the shot supporting the French main
line3 Squadrons of Knights and the Knights were forced to charge the pursuing
Spanish horse or be taken at the standstill. The Knight3 of course had no diffi
culty breaking their lighter opponents and soon the Spanish too were streaming to
the rear. However, the Spanish had opened gaps in their line to let the fugitives
pass and were not disordered by their flight. As the Gendarmes came on they were
first-met by a hail of fire from the Spanishers 'commanded' shot and then reeling
under this and still trying to reload their pistols and reform after their clash
with the light horse they were charged by the Spanishers Reiter. One Squadron put
up prolonged resistance but both were inevitably broken. Pursuit stopped short of
the French second line and seeing how he was outnumbered the French commander de
clined to commit his last intact Squadron. As the Spanish advance had outstripped
its supports there was now a lull on this flank as both sides reformed.

In the centre the French infantry continued a steady advance under a hail of
cannon shot and musket fire. Soon their screen of shot came within range and
commenced a long dual with the Spanish screen, now reinforced by some of the command
ed shot from their own left. The French were always at a disadvantage in this dual
for as well as their immediate opponents they were also taking fire from the Spanish
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guns and muskets on the hill and they eventually came under fire from their right
following the collapse of their first two cavalry lines on this flank.
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MI1 SPANISH/IMPERIAL ARMY. FRENCH ARMY
1. Bodies of 200 Knights
2. Bodies of 200 Heiter.
3. Bodies of 200 Shot.
4. Bodies of 500 Shot.
5. 400 Light Horse.
6. 200 Hussars.
7. 250 Mounted Arquebusiers.
8. 200 Medium Lancers.
9. 200 Heavy Lancers.

10. Bodies of 800 Landsknecht Pikemen.
11. 1,000 Spanish Pikemen.
12. Batteries of 4 guns.

TOTAL: 2,250 Cavalry. TOTAL-
2,400 Shot. '
2,600 Pikes.
8 Guns.

Bodies of 200 Knights.
Bodies of 200 Reiter.
Bodies of 300 Stradiots.
250 Mounted Arquebusier.
200 Shot.

Bodies of 400 Shot.
bodies of 600 Shot.
Regiments of 500 French Pikemen.
800 Landsknecht Pikemen.
800 Swiss Pikemen.
Batteries of 2 guns.

1,850 Cavalry.
5,000 Shot.
3,100 Pikes.
4 Gun3.

*h0 °L2 fnf loftufor some rcas°n the French cavalry advanced unsupported by
the massed musketeers who could have aided them with valuable long ranre firepower
il< ^rff Stradiots advanced the Spanish mounted arouebusier and AlUeS Ssaara
waSnffor the°m°tohdCm- "VS"* mercenary Reiter deployed behind the Stradiots
waiting for them to drive off the enemy Light Horse. However aq thn ;+t.„h-,„+o ^

satraCdiotsein?raSh 2»* "T* ^ " 0n *»* ^^^^tH5£'tl 8d"iSantev lAl^l In0"!Yh«%they were taki»2 banking fire from the Spanish
*£SF*1 , ! 1Sht H0rSe* The Stradiota suffered considerably and were
HZ tv PTXlll *Lre00il* ^^ this timc the **«"* mounted Arquebusier hadbeen skirmishing to their own disadvantage with a body of enemy shot.

tem.n^i "S"? c°"1"ded the first 9^ge of the battle. The French left had been
in advancln/^H but not beaten. Their centre was having increasing difficultyin advancing. However, the Spanish advance on the French right had slowed down be
cause of their need to reorganise and their need to put pressure on the right of the
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French centre.

The second stage was more simple. On the Spanish right the commander gover over
confident and exposed his Light Horse. The mounted Arquebusier were ridden down by
the enemy Stradiots and the Hussars charged by Reiter. The Hussars however managed
to evade their attackers and leave their charge to be met by the Lancers behind them.
The Spanish right wing CO. took part in this charge, as without his support the
Lancers were accounted no match for Reiter unless they were caught with their pistols
unloaded. Led by the commander the Lancers managed to hold the Reiter and the
Spanish line was once again stabilised.

In the centre a furious exchange of fire between the two screens was taking
place at close range. The right of the French centre was coming under pistol attack
by Reiter from the Spanish left. On the French left a battle had now developed be
tween the commanded shot of both sides. The third and crucial phase of the battle

now unfolded.

On the Spanish left their Shot finally cleared their French rivals and the real
cavalry battle began. The French Stradiots rallied after the first disaster, were
once again broken, this time by Reiter. The worst hit of the Gendarme Squadrons
gave way before the charge. The other previously engaged Squadron put up token re
sistance before being driven from the field, while the fresh Squadron fought its
attackers (German Knights) to a standstill before retiring from the field in good
order.

While this was happening first Spanish Light Horse the Reiter, who had been
earlier pistoling them charged the two French Pike Regiments on the right of their
centre. One Regiment broke but the other encouraged by the action of their General
dismounting to fight in the front rank drove out their attackers. In the centre the
French screen of Shot finally gave way exposing their pike to a hail of artillery
fire and small shot. Under this the French Regiment in the centre soon broke and
the Landsknechts to their right wavered, only the Swiss pressed on. On the French
left the musketeers so long held back finally came up and soon drove off the Spanish
Shot. The French CO. deployed his Reiter and Stradiots for the final attack. How
ever, seeing his right wing dissolve in flight and most of his centre halted or fall
ing back he called off the attack.

The Swiss pressed on to push back the Germans facing them but were soon forced
to withdraw as the Spanish CO. brought his Spanish Pikes round to menace their
flank. The Swiss and Landsknechts of the French centre withdrew in good order with
out much further loss as did the muskets and cavalry of the French left but the
broken infantry of their right suffered cruelly in the retreat. The result - a
decisive victory for Spain.

CASUALTIES; Spain - 694 Infantry. France - 1,487 Infantry.
278 Cavalry. 711 Cavalry.

*****

In spite of the length of the 100 Years War there were surprisingly little
changes or developments in arms, armament or method of fighting, with the sole excep
tions of artillery, which showed marked progress in power and effectiveness, and in
armour, which gradually changed from mail to plate. In the matter of arms and arma
ment the soldiers of both countries were not dissimilar. Both sides had men-at-arms
(knights were men-at-arms but men-at-arms were not necessarily knights) armed simi
larly with sword, lance, dagger and sometimes battle-mace, helm, shield and spurs
completing the equipage. The knight had three armed attendants, who might be pages,
to clean and polish his armour, help him in and out of it, hold his horse and assist
him to mount; they also groomed the horse; then he had two mounted archers and one
swordsman; the whole constituting a 'Lance'. He also had three or four horses, in
cluding two heavy chargers (destriers). Men-at-arms were covered in armour from top
to toe (cap a pie), but as it was in a stage of transition in the fourteenth century,
it is difficult to describe their equipment with certainty. The increase in plate-
armour reduced the mobilit • of the men-at-arms as it reduced the effectiveness of the
arrow. *****

STOP PRESS!! I have just seen the new SPRINGW00D MODELS figures 00 and HO scale poly
styrene kits of 12 each marching British, French Line, Prussian, Russian, at 29p per
kit (1 to 6 kits include extra lOp for postage and packing, 7 kits or more an extra
15p). Each kit contains full details of Regimental organisation of the armies, de
tails of their standards with 26 full colour illustrations and uniforms of the period.
I'hoy aro only obtainable from the Oxford Model Centre, 95 l)t.uP.§ffM5nts, Oxford.
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SCENE

by

Jeff Perren

Later this year we are having a little(?)
Napoleonic affair involving 11,000 troop3 in
30mm, which will be covered in the local paper.
We have already had preliminary coverage. Both
this game and my shop are really beginning to
attract interest in the area.

Negotiations are now under way which, if
fruitful, will secure myself a print (16mm
colour, sound) of ZULU. Those things are ex
pensive, but the person involved may consider
trade....and I'll whip up a model of Rorke's
Drift or some such.

I latched on to your idea about vinyl
covering for the wargames table upon which one
can paint roads and river3 in watercolours.
Since October, I have latched on to a 6' x
18' table which I have covered in this fashion.

Other projects of late have been: 30mm
flat Seven Year's War forces organised as per
Charles Grant ... have the Au3trians and

Prussians, now working on three battalions of
French and Swiss; an Egyptian-Assyrian Army
(MinFigs); latching on to Britain's lead
models for a Colonial wargame army; the Battle
of 31enheim on a 1:100 scale using Hig£ins 20mm Marlburians; more Royalist Foot and
Horse for my 30mm English Civil War Army; a Waterloo Army 1:100 using 20mm flats (so
far I have got the Old and Middle Guard and the Reserve Cnvalry ... most of which
are not painted yet); and an occasional French Napoleonic 30mm battalion. Took a

census of my French Army .... 3,000 Foot and 1,000 Horse! I find that as I become
more and more involved, I get less and less time....

CLUB NEWS (Continued from Page 6.)
Those of our Group who attended the last Convention arrived back from Birming

ham with the news that we were to organise the election of a Committee representing
Lancashire and parts of Derbyshire. As we have never met any wargamers from Derby
shire, see those from Manchester at best infrequently and ourselves are a 'hard
core' of only about fifteen Merseysiders; the Committee, when elected, was somewhat
unrepresentative. Although totally opposed to Conventions bo3ed on National Champ
ionships, I found myself on the Committee. I am glad to soy that to this date the
Committee has never met!

D.M.Cowie.

*****

Incidentally I am the Secretary of the Wallasey Wargamers Club, which is newly
formed, has a present membership of 7. They have connections with and indeed are
all Members of Merseyside Wargamers. Anyone interested write to Arthur Saville at
38 Wyndham Road, Wallasey, CHESHIRE.

The Exeter Military Modelling Association (EMMA) has been formed and details
can be obtained from P.A.Swinburne at Cherry Trees, Sunwine Place, Exmouth, Devon,
EX8 2SE.

*****

The Associazione Fiorentina Battaglie in Scala (A.F.B.I.S.) (Piazza Mascagni
60, Firenze, Italy) have put out an impressive Club magazine, with illustrations.
But as it is in Italian, I only have the vaguest idea of it3 contents!

lr'



1(9 HINCHLIFFE MODELS

Station St., Meltham,
Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England

Friricifxils: F.Ilinchliffe
P.Gilder

Teleplwne 0484-850654

HINCHLIFFE MODELS - LATEST RELEASES AVAILABLE NOW!

British Napoleonic

BN 61 RHA Gunner with rammer.
BN 62 RHA Gunner with Linstock and portfire.
BN 63 RHA Gunner carrying a bucket.
BN 64 RHA Gunner using handspike.
3H 65 RHA Officer.
BN 66 RHA Rocket troop. Gunner firing rocket.
BN 67 RHA Rocket Troop. Gunner carrying rocket head.
BN 68 RHA Rocket troop. Gunner carrying rocket sticks.

French Napoleonic

FN 14
FN 21

FN 56
FN 57
FN 58
FN 59
FN 60
FNC20

FNC21

FNC22

Line Voltigeur charging.
Old Guard; full dress, attacking.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Horse Artillery of the Guard.
Guard Lancer - charging.
Guard Lancer - Officer.

Guard Lancer - Trumpeter.

Russian Napoleonic

RNC 1 Cossack.

RNC 2 Cossack Officer.

Personality Figures

PF 4 Wellington.
PF 5 Earl of Uxbridge.
PF 6 Lord Hill.

25mm Equipment Range

25/M British Napoleonic Ammunition Wagon.
25/N 3ritish Napoleonic Rocket Wagon.

20mm

G 10 German Infantryman carrying ammunition boxes.
G 11 German Artilleryman with binoculars.

Designers and Manufacturers <>) Fine Class
Military HNaval Models, Equipment,

Dioramas,and Fiaares.

Gunner with rammer.

Gunner helping to ram gun.
Gunner carrying shot.
Gunner with portfire.
Officer.

HINCHLIFFE
MODELS
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MUST LIST

I started collecting wargames figures in 30mm scale and I still think it by far
the best size. I can look unmoved at hosts of 20 and 25mm fi.rures but a 30mm fi.rure
makes by eyes glisten! However, to acquire the armies I possess in this scale has
necessitated chasing manufacturers all round the world and in any one of my battles
can be found figures from about four different countries! Therefore it can be
understood how delighted I was to see the new 30mm range put out by Miniature
Figurines and when Neville Dickinson proudly laid out in front of me a dozen or so
Napoleonic Infantrymen I can pay them no greater compliment than to say that at
first I mistook them for well known Stadden 30mm figures. This new line of Minia
ture Figurines is to my way of thinking the finest figures they have ever produced
and, as the reader can see from the Min. Figs advert on the inside front cover of
this issue, their price is most reasonable for this day and age. For once Dick
Higgs has not designed this range but they originate from a new maker who Neville
has dug up not so very far from Southampton. If you want figures that have person
ality, are distinctive in appearance and highly impressive in detail then start
collecting this wonderful 30mm range. I can only hope and pray that Neville contin
ues this scale range in British Colonial figures! Whilst on the subject of Minia
ture Figurines, American subscribers will be interested to hear that this firm now
has an American outlet called Miniature Figures at 1603 Stacey Court, Richardson,
Texas, U.S.A. Still on Minifigs, I am told that their recent Napoleonic Old Guard
Band, sold as a set for £2.50p is going like hot cakes.

In recent months I have spoken a great deal about the beautiful little plastic
wargames figures made by Segom and retailed in Great Britain by Model Figures and
Hobbies (see advert in this issue). With some justification, Segom claim that their
horses are the most realistic available and the latest sample I have seen of a
mounted Marshal will make up into a vory nice personality figure. I notice also that
Segom put out a very useful booklet at 30p called "How to Animate Miniatures" which
is probably of the greatest value to the wargamer using plastic figures. Model
Figures and Hobbies are also selling 1/1200 scale diecast metal waterline model wor
ships - these are the Tri-ang Minic ships and are being sold at more or less their
old prices. For those Naval wargamers who wrung their hands and moaned when these
ships went off the market now is the chance to get back into the act!

The name Airfix always has an exciting ring about it because one never knows
what is coming next but is always certain that it is going to be something interest
ing. The latest leaflet bears this out because it shows a box of 00/HO scale
Waterloo 3ritish Infantry and another box of Waterloo British Artillery. Both of
these will be very welcome end, together with the Waterloo sets that have already
been issued, now make it possible for a more or less complete Napoleonic set up from

inexpensive Airfix sources. I am told that the latest Airfix snap-together build
ing the Waterloo Farmhouse (La Haye Saint )selling at 48p is in the shops but I
have not yet seen it. I am told it covers an area 15?" x 7JJ" and stands 3" high.
The detail is said to be ve-y good and it snaps together to form a sturdy building
although it might be better to glue it. No doubt there will soon be articles on how
to use two or more of the kits to make up a much bigger farm - such thinking is all
to the good of the hobby. I have also noticed that the next Airfix 54mm Collector
Series figure is e 42nd Highlander (Black Watch) - I have a very soft spot for this
unit!

For many years the firm of Denzil Skinner and Company Limited of Phoenix Works,
Hartley Wintney, Hampshire, have been turning out exquisite metal armoured fighting
vehicles to the scale of 8 feet to the inch. Obviously more expensive than plastic
kits, but ve-y favourably priced when compared to Dinky or Solido Models, the ve y
full and comprehensive range of armoured vehicles put out by Denzil Skinner have
never really received their deserved publicity and popularity. The range includes
practically all modern tanks and most of the tanks, armoured cars and miscellaneous
vehicles of World War II besides some World War I tanks and others of between the
wars plus helicopters, guns, etc. That Denzil Skinner are an enterprising firm is
Indicated by the fact that they have recently produced a film running for 25 minutes
and devoted to the Bottle of Cambrai fought on November 20th 1917. This was the
£{+£* battle in which tanks really showed their worth and this coloured film, made
with models, is at present being considered by the 3.B.C. for showing on television.



If:

At the time of writing the Wessex Military Society are negotiating to show it at
their Meeting in Southampton on the 23rd June next. Write to Denzil Skinner for
an illustrated leaflet.

There are few of us who ore not aware that a Gurkha Welfare Appeal has been go
ing on for some time and that all sorts of interesting items are being sold to aid
it. Among them are two records, both of which are first class. The Gurkha Welfare
Appeal Fund, Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square, London Wl, have supplies of the
smaller record "The Pipes and Drums of the 10th Princess Mary's Own Gurkha Rifles"
at 54aP including postage. 3ut the best of all is the L.P. "Here Come The Gurkhas"
Columbia TWO 342. It contains ten well-known pieces played by the Pipes and Drums
of the 6th, 7th and 10th Gurkha Rifles plus Gurkha Engineers and Signals. The Band
and Drums of the 2nd (Sirmoor) Gurkha Rifles play fourteen marches while the four
Nepali songs on the record are very enjoyable. I am told by Ken Brooks, who served
as an officer in the Indian Army, that the precision, tone and enthusiasm of everyone
concerned on this record ha3 resulted in a performance which will be difficult to
surpass. Talking of interesting L.Ps, I found sheer joy in the Argo record ZDA147
"Songs and Music of the Redcoats 1642-1902". This is a comprehensive and truly
authentic idea of the songs and music that the British Army played from the Civil
War in 1642 to the end of the 3oer War and the record has ideally recaptured the
mood and spirit in which contemporary sources indicate they were performed. If you
want to know the songs your men should sing as they march across the wargames table
then this is the record for you because it has authenticity, nostalgia and colour
and the dust-jacket is worthy of framing! By special arrangement with Leo Cooper of
196 Shaftesbury venue, London WC2H BJL, who has published Lewis Winstock'3 book
"Songs and Mu3ic of the Redcoats" Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers can obtain this
record direct from Leo Cooper at a reduced price of £1.70p (in the shops it costs
well over £2).

There are few knowledgeable people in the British wargaming world who do not
know Dave Millward of Birmingham. Hot only did he and his wife organise last years
Birmingham Wargames Club Championship Convention but Dave has also won, on more than
one occasion,the national Championship in,I believe,the Ancient or Mediaeval classes.
He has now turned to that extremely colourful but much neglected period of 1500-1660
which has been adopted for last year and this years Club Championships as one of the
classes. Dave has produced a set of rules for this period which would seem from
reading to be comprehensive, 3imple to understand and yet most authentic. The reader
can get some idea of the scope of these rules by reading this month's "Battle Report"
written by Dave Millward about a battle fought under these rules. I am afraid 1 do
not know the cost of this booklet but Dave will be delighted to hear from you.

Still on rules I note that American Lou Zocchi, who invented the Battle of
Britain game, has devised a set of rules called "Star Trek Battle Manual" which
deals with phasers, Spock, photon mines and warp drive. The rules can be obtained
for #3.CO (about £1.25p) from Lou Zocchi, 2067 Communication Squadron, Geor:e AFB,
Ca. 92392, U.S.A.

From Model and .Hied Publications Limited I have received Numbers 10 and 11 of

the latest Military Vehicle Data booklets. Number 10 deals exclusively with German
"Soft Vehicles" while Numbe 11 concerns British World War II transport. Both of
great value to the wargamc-r who want3 to have his transport as accurate as his tanks.

Jim Shaw is a New Zealand subscriber to Wargamer's Newsletter of long-standing
- he is also a most enthusiastic and knowledgeable wargamer. He tells me that he
gets his figures from Alexander's Toy Tub in Edinburgh and has asked me to soy how
helpful this firm are to overseas wargamers and how excellent i.B the service they
offer. So if you are overseas and you want to get your stuff from a reliable
organisation it would seem that Alexander's Toy Tub will suit you.

I notice that SeagullModels (GB Limited), P.O.Box 62, London SE19 3ED, hove a
most interesting list of cardboard cut-out buildings which, being in all periods,
are of the greatest value to wargamers. In addition to small castles and fortified
houses, farms and mills, it is also possible to obtain the Alamo and Fort Jamestown
U.S.A. 1607. If you want to wear an 1878 Pattern sunhelmet with a cloth pugarree
wound round it or fancy fighting wargames in Life Guards full dress black winged top
jackboots or one of their nickel plated brass stud surround breastplates then you can
obtain them (and a host of other authentic souvenirs of clothing and equipment) from
J.A.Morrison (Firearms) Limited, 43 Grange Lane, Thurnby, Leicestershire, England.
)Tou can also get quality reproduction weapons such as pikes, halberds, partisans from

•/ayland the Armourer, 13 Park Lane, Old Basing, Basingstoke, Hants, or you con ob-
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tain an.our, plastic muskets, carbines, pistols, etc., used in the film "Oliver
Cromwell" from the Trading Post, 17 Witley Gardens, Southall, Middlesex, who can also
supply Chinese peasants clothing from the films "Black Rose" and "Inn of the Sixth
Happiness". Personally, I have sent off for one of the sun helmets but I anticipate
it will be on show in my study rather than on my head in the wargames room.

I should like to close this lengthy list of "What's ^ew This Month" by acknow
ledging 3ome of the items to John Mansfield's bi-weekly publication "SIGNAL". This
is a military hobby magazine that comes out on the 1st and 15th of each month with
25 issues for £1.25p. John Mon3field is a great enthusiast and some of his articles
on Conventions have appeared recently in the Newsletter. His little bi-weekly News
letter has an amazing amount of information about what is new and although it is
written in Canada he seems to find out more about new items appearing on the military
market in Great Britain than I am able to!

WHAT MAKES \ WABGAMEfi TICK.'

by

John Hicholls

I must say how much I have enjoyed the last few issues of the Newsletter, but
please do not change the name, I think it expresses in two words exactly what is in
side.

There were two items perhaps I may comment on, the first being the notes on the
sizes of 20mm/25mm figures, this seemed somewhat familiar and on looking bock I have
found your previous article on this point, it was dated December 1964, so things
have not changed much.

It is perhaps old ground therefore, but for the benefit of newcomers to the
hobby perhaps the time is ripe for you to print a similar article shortly.

As you know 1 very seldom play a wargame, my interest being painting and watch
ing, but I have observed a certain split over the last few years in tfergaaing in
which there seem to be two almost opposite points of view about rules.

Firstly there is the fun-wargamor who gains most of his enjoyment from playing,
and there is the "I must win" wargamcr who spends all his time watching all the
rules and who thinks fate is again him and the Umpire if he loses.

When you discuss this with other people it is surprising that this split o*"ten
affects other sports, there was a difference in opinion in our local cricket club
between the "I want to win at all costs" and the "I like a good game" types, so
perhaps its human nature anyway.

This paragraph was brought on by the articles on Conventions, I must say I do
enjoy these, mainly for the people one con meet, and the people you can talk to on
the trade stands. Each Convention seems to be different and I have been to each
one since Southampton 1966, with the exception of Dundee, and each one' has been
quite different.

One of course tends to look back to these things but I must say that Southamp
ton was the best because I think that entertainment is as important as the actual
table games, and this point was clearly brought out by Jack Mansfield's remarks.

If there was a standard to look to in entertainment I think that the little
get togethers run by George Gush at Tunbridge Wells seems to fit the bill very well.

One of the most important aspects of a Convention is that one can compare the
various models that are being produced, something that is very difficult without
this occasion.

Hove you read your March copy of the Military Modelling, in the classified
advertisments, The British Military Miniatures Society, what a most offensive
advertisment, what I wonder is an enthusiastic amateur connoisseur military minia
ture collector. According to the dictionary 0 connoisseur is a competent judge or
expert in fine art esp, I would have thought that covered almost everyone of us
who purchase model soldiers, from the delight of painting Airfix to something
costing 6-7 pounds!!!!
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Book Reviews

THE ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME 150 BC to 600 AD by Phil Barker. (10" x
8"; 90 pages; 126 illustrations. A War Games Research Group Publication - £1.75p in
cluding postage, 06.00 U.S.A.)

This is the second of a series of booklets on the armies of the Ancient world
and it covers the developments of the Roman Army and its enemies over seven centuries
in different parts of t^e "mpire and is directly concerned with the soldier, his
weapons and dress, his unit, his tactics and enemies. This little book could become
the "Bible" of all those interested in wargaming over the many centuries of Roman
domination of the Ancient world. It contains lavish and exhaustive details of
soldiers of the following armies - Roman, Byzantine, Gallic, British, Pictish,
Scots/Irish, German, Dacian, Sarr.atian, Prankish, Saxon, Vandal, Vi3igothic, Ostro-
gothic, Hunnic, Pontic, Parthian, Armenian, Jewish, Palmyran, Sassanid and Blemye
The illustrations, although simple, perfectly fulfil their role in showing what the
text describes. When last I reviewed Phil Barker's previous book "Armies of the
Macedonian and Punic Wars", I believe I may well have underestimated Phil's scholarly
status for writing such a book and I would hasten to correct that omission. Our
hobby is fortunate in having a host of enthusiastic and militarily well informed
participants, none more plentiful as some of the members of the Society of Ancients
and Phil stands out in that illustrious company! This is a book that is invaluable
to the wargamer in the Ancient period and of the greatest interest to everybody
else. More than that, it is a Research offering by a practical wargamer that has
emanated from within our own hobby and as such should be supported and encouraged.

THE LIFE GUARDS DRESS AHP APPOINTMENTS 1660-1914 by Charles Stadden. (8" x 5l";
50 large detailed drawings; 8 full page colour plate3 and photographs. Almark Pub
lications - £1.75P= paperback edition C1.25p).

Written and illustrated by perhaps the greatest designer of model soldiers in
the world but also a very fine military artist, this book shows by line drawings,
colour plates and photographs the developments of the Life Guards uniform from the
Restoration to 1914*(to all intents snd ourposes the present-day uniform as it has
changed little). This is a very pleasurable book to read and own and fully comes
up to the standard that one has learned to expect from Charles Stadden over the
years.

SCALJ MOD^L SOLDIERS by Roy Dilley. (8" x 55"; 96 pages; 100 illustrations; 15
coloured pictures. Almark Publications - £2: paperback edition £1.50p).

The author of this book is this years President of the British Model Soldier
Society and is a man with an international reputation in the field of collecting,
converting, assembling, painting and displaying scale model soldiers. Therefore it
is not hard to see why this book is so beautifully laid out and packed with in
valuable information on every practical aspect of the hobby. It is not only a book
for the collector but also for the warganer who will find within its covers enough
information to convert or make ANY army or soldier that he may wish to battle with
but has escaped the attention of the manufacturers of model soldiers.

AMERICAN SOLDIERS OF THj R.VOLUTION by Alan Kemp. (8" x 5$"; 87 pages; numer
ous line drawings and prints and 8 coloured plates. Almark Publications - £2:
paperback edition £1.50p).

The American Revolution has begun to become popular on the wargomea table,
initially in America but now in Groat Britain but 30 far as the latter country is
concerned there is a dearth of authoritive information about the soldiers, their
uniforms, equipment and organisation. So far as the loyalist and patriot American
troops in this War of Independence of 1776 are concerned the problem has now been
solved by this book. It is a well written and authoritive work that will save war
gamers interested in this period a great deal of time and trouble in looking up a
host of difficult-to-find sources.

'N' GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by Michael Andress. (8" x 5f"; 88 pages; 70 pictures;
9 colour plates. Almark Publications - £2: paperback edition £1.50p).
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I do not know quite why a book on model railways was sent to me but I am extreme
ly glad the mistake was made. This little book might be all about trains but its
pictures inevitably show some beautifully made terrain and as readers of this maga
zine will know, I believe that a wargame gains in stature, interest and enjoyment in
strict proportion to the degree of realism of the terrain over which is it being
fought. There is scope for a book on wargaming in association with model railways
and I may get around to writing one one day - if 1 do then I would be very pleased
if it were as good and as interesting 3S this little volume.

WAR MEDALS OF THJ) BRITISH ARMY 1650-1891 by Thomas Carter and W.H.Long. (8-J" x
5^"j 656 pages; 35 plates. Arms and Armour Press in association with J.B.Hayward
and Son - £6.00p).

This is a reprint of a book published in 1893 which was in itself a revised and
enlarged publication of a book by Thoma3 Carter written in I860. The fact that John
Hayward is involved in this venture will commend the book to all those who have an
interest in medals. Its pages contain many facts which are not included in more re
cent books on medals. Information is given on the medals of the Honourable East
India Company and campaign medals for the period 1801-1891. Thirty pages are con
cerned with the award of the French Military Medal to British troops in the Crimea
giving their names, regiments and in most cases the citation. Similarly 30 pages
deal with the Sardinian War Medal. A list of the recipients of the Victoria Cross
up to 1879 includes short descriptions of the deeds which earned the decoration.
There are illustrations of most of the medals and descriptions of the campaigns and
battles for which the medals and the bars were issued including the units involved.

Medal collectors will welcome this book as it is a basic work giving information
on awards but it is also useful for those who need a reference book on the 19th
century British campaigns. The price of £6 is considerably cheaper than secondhand
volumes of the original work.

W.Detenson.

THE CRA'/LSY AFFAIR by A.H.Haley. (8*M x ;>•'"; 250 pages. Seeley, Service and
Company - £3.50p).

This is another version of the 3ritish military scandal of 1861 when Colonel
Crawley of the 6th Inniskilling Dragoons pursued a feud within his Regiment in India
to such a pitch thai it led tothe death of the Regimental Sergeant-Major and ended in
a courtmartial at Aldershot on which was focussed the full glare of Victorian pub
licity. The book fully brings out all the flaws, prejudices and the twisted think
ing which men are capable of and which were probably encouraged by the relatively
Sheltered' life led by the average Victorian British officer. It is a saga of mis
fortune with all the inevitability of a Greek tragedy at the same time as it
brilliantly portrays life in a British Regiment of the period. Oddly enough, ex
actly the same story was the subject of a book reviewed in the Newsletter three
years ago "Last Post at Mhow" by Arthur Hawkey and if two writers think it the
subject worth writing on then it must hove something!

THE BUFFS by Gregory Blaxland. (9$" x 5$Hj 127 pages; 28 photographs and
illustrations. Leo Cooper - £2.10p).

This and the next book are the latest in the "Famous Regiments" series edited

by Lt.General Sir Brian Horrocks. Written by an ex-officer of the Regiment who,
after being struck down by polio, has been dashing out some 150,000 words a year
with his two index fingers, the book fairly show3 his feeling and almost devotion
to the Regiment in which he served during World War II. No one who knows anything
8bout the British Army is unaware of the Buffs and their story is really the story
of the British Army because they were a typical and particularly noteworthy County
Regiment. This is a very good book but then they all seem to be in this series!

THE ROYAL MARINES by J.L.Moulton. (9?" x 5t"5 102 pages; 23 illustrations.
Leo Cooper - £2.10p).

I always admire the manner in which the publishers go to such lengths to obtain
eminently suitable authors for these Regimental Histories. This book i3 no excep
tion as Major-General J.L.Moulton, C.B., D.S.O., O.B.E., served in the Royal Marines
from 1924 until 1961 and commanded 48 Royal Marine Commando in Normandy and Holland
in 1944 and the 4th Commando Brigade in 1945- There is something about the Royal
Marines which endears them to me to the extent that quite early in my wargaming

CONTINUED OH PAGE 24.
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LOOKING AROULVD

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - April 1972. In addition to numerous adverts of value to Wargamers,
contains a- most interesting illustrated article on a 25mm scale diorama of the Battle
of Tewkesbury; making a 17-pdr anti-tank gun 1:76 scale; Russian Infantry Weapons of
World War II by Bob O'Brien; converting the Airfix Crusader kit into an anti-aircraft
tank; 54mm Model Soldier Conversions. Issue for May 1972 - How to play Napoleonic
Wgrgamin- by veteran wargamer Charles Reovley; the conversion project from the Airfix
Roman Fort Set "A Medieval Walled Town" by Terence Wise; Converting the Airfix
Leopard tank kit into a AA tank; converting the Airfix Panzer IV into the German
Brummbar; scratch-building the Marmon-Herrington armoured car of Western Desert fame;
numerous articles on Aircraft plus all the usual valuable features on new models,
kits, books, etc., etc.

THE ARMCHAIR GENERAL - Number 3. The American V/argaming Magazine that seems to be
published with the same enthusiasm as the Newsletter. Contains illustrated articles
on French Mounted Troops of the mid-18th Century; The 1940 Organisation of the
British Army; Paper Tanks and Toy Soldiers; French Infantry in the mid-18th Century;
Battle Reports; Determining the winner in a wargame; details of new figures, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Spring 1972. Contains a nicely
illustrated article on The Horse Guards Parade, London 1760; The New National Army
Museum; Foreign and Miscellaneous Regiments in the British Army 1802-1817 and other
articles.

BATTLEFLEET - Official Organ of the Naval Worgames Society - Vol. 5, No. 8. Confed
erate Ironclads plus colour schemes for worships 1780-1815.

THE COURIER - Vol.IV No.2. This Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association
contains interesting articles on The American Revolution; French Infantry of the
Seven Years War; XX Century wargaming; Battle Report of an 18th Century wargame;
Rules for Night Attacks; Measuring Movement Sticks; French Napoleonic Militia; Navy
of the Republic of Texas 1839-1843; Napoleonic Smoothbore Cannon and a Battle Report
of a Napoleonic Cavalry Raid plus normal features and reviews.

DISPATCH - No.61 - April 1972. Articles on Waterloo Colours of the Gordons; Dress,
horses and equipment of Infantry Staff Officers; Plates and colouring details of
Scots Greys plus usual detailed reviews of book3, figures, etc.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - March-April 1972. Full of valuable articles dealing with
boardgames and, together with Strategy and Tactics seemingly a "Must" for those
enthusiasts who prefer boardgames to miniatures.

MILIHISTRIOT - Winter 1971-72. Contains articles on Airmen of the 18th and 19th
Centuries (balloons); Organisation of the Infantry 1739-1751 in North America to
gether with Army, Navy and Militia Uniform Details.

MILITARY MODELLING - May 1972. Packed with tempting adverts, this issue also con
tains well illustrated articles on the Conger World War II Mine-Exploding device;
Dorset Military Museum) Historex Figures; Charles Grant on the Napoleonic Wargame;
Armoured Cars of the R.A.F.; Uniform and Colours of the Life Guards; Medieval
Heraldry - Flags; Scratch-building artillery; Modelling Marlborough's Wars - Figure
availability; plus reviews, etc.

MODEL BOATS - May 1972. Contains an article with a plan of the Japanese Battleship
Yamashiro.

PANZERFAUST - January-February 1972. Yet another American wargame magazine and, like
the other two already reviewed full of interest, contains articles on the Wargamer of
the Month and the Year, on the Boardgame "Diplomacy"; on Panzer Battles; and numerous
articles on board wargames including an interesting one on Spoce Warfare. There is
also a technical analysis of the southern campaign of the American Revolution plus
other articles on miniatures and a rather belated but complimentary review of my
book "Naval Wargames".

AN SAIGHDIUIRIN - The Journal of the Irish Model Soldier Society - No. 4« Pull of
interesting reading although not directly slanted at the wargamer. Contains articles
on the Seven Years War; Cigarette Card Collecting; Swedish Uniforms, etc.

SCALE MODELS - May 1972. Contains considerable amount of information on cardboard

cut-out houses and a lot of new kits, mostly of interest to wargamers in that they
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are concerned with aircraft. It also reveals that one of the next Airfix offerings
is l/32nd scale Footballers. Ever meet a collector who could turn George Best into
a Napoleonic ::ifle Brigade Officer?

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - March 1972. In addition to usual well-illustrated articles con
tains good reviews of records and books. April 1972 - articles on the new 105mm
towed light gun; Custer's Last Stand; plus correspondence, record and book columns.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.30. Thia glossy, beautifully produced magazine improves
with each issue (with the reservations expressed in this month's Editorial). This
issue contains The Organisation of the U.S.Army Europe 1944-45; A Comparison of Unit
Organisations - American, German and Russian; The Saratoga Campaign 1777 (invaluable
to the wargamer interested in this period); details and reviews of a number of board
wargames plus a free boardgame "Combat Command, Th" ,'ar in the West 1944-45".

TRADITION - Number 60. Contains beautifully illustrated articles on Austro-Hungorian
Infantry Uniforms 1914-1918; Uniforms and Organisation of the Royal Swedish Forces
1806-1814; The Liberation Army of the Andes 1815; The Brunswick Corps at Waterloo:
"i'he French Light Infantry in Spain 1812; The Prussian Guard; Battle Dress in the
Kaffir War 1850-1853; Lead Soldier Auction; book reviews plus six full pages of
coloured uniform plates including British Highland Regiments, The Prussian Army
1789 and the Imperial German Army 1892.

THE VEDETTE - February 1972. Includes a colour plate and description of the 45th
Rattray's Sikhs; A Wargames Corner; Uniforms of the Mexican War; a Miniatures Re
view section; and a plate with details of the Persian Army in the 19th Century.

THE WARGAMER - March 1972. Contains articles on the Brush Fire Wars (3ritish 19th
Century Colonial Warfare); Rules for "Khartoum" a wargame with miniatures based on
19th century British Colonial Wars; a Colonial Battle Report; Remodelling Airfix
Cavalry; Avalon Hill game "Panzerblitz" discussed; Napoleonic Skirmishes; Dice
Systems plus reviews of periodicals, books, etc.

The journals reviewed above can be obtained from the following sources:-

Airfix Magazine - Hobby shops or PSL Publications Ltd., 9 Ely Place, London
SC1N 6SQ. £2.52p (#6.75) Per annum.

Armchair General - Post Office Box 268, Vienna, Virginia 22180, U.S.A. U.S.A.
#4.00, Great Britain £1.55p per annum.

Arm• Historical Research Journal - c/o The Library, Old War Office Building,
Whitehall, London SW1. £2.10p ($5.50) per annum.

3attlefleet - .'. E.MoKenzie, 16 Hugo Road, London N19 5EU. £1.10 (#5) per annum.
Courier - 45 Willow Street, Brockton, Mass, U.S.A. #3 (-l«^5p) per annum.
Dispatch - K.S.Davidson, Findon Croft, Findon, Portlethen, Aberdeen, AB1 4RN.

£1 per annum.
The General - The Avalon Hill Co., Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. #4.98 (£4.50p)

per annum.

Milihistriot - Bob Bard, Box 1463, Baltimore, Moryland 21203, U.S.A. #5 p.a.
Military Modelling, Model Boots and ^cale Models - Model and Allied Publica

tions Ltd., 13-55 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. £2.35p
(#6) per annum or from Newsagents.

Panzerfau3t - D. Greenwood, 124 Warren treet, Sayre, Penna 18840, U.S.A.
#1.00 per issue.

An Saighdiuirin - 5.Wade, 6l Brighton Road, Rnthgar, Dublin 6, Ireland. £2.50p
(6 issues).

Soldier - Clayton Barracks, Aldershot, Hants. 7&P per issue (or Newsagents).
Strategy and Tactics - Simulations Publications Inc., 54 East 23rd Street, New

York, N.Y.10010, U.S.A. #10 per annum.
Tradition - Belmont-Maitland Publishers Ltd., 188 Piccadilly, London Wl. 90p

per issue.

Vedette - P.O.Box 30003, Bethesdo, Maryland 20014, U.S.A. #5 per annum.
Wargamer - 2717 Slnora Street, Wheaton, Maryland 20902, U.S.A. #4 p.a. (6

copies).

Overseas subscribers sometimes kindly send addressed envelopes, complete with
postage stamps of their own country. Unfortunately the British Post Office will
only accept British stamps on outgoing letters so I have the beginnings of a
collection of unused foreign stamps. An International Reply Coupon is the answer,
gentlemen.
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THE NOTICE BOARD *

Americans and Canadians Please Note!

Canadian and American Postal Money Orders in dollars are not negotiable in Great
Britain and always have to be returned to sender. A dollar cheque c„n be negotiated,
or else send STERLING Postal Money Orders.

-—00O00

"I would like to extend an invitation to any of your readers who might be visit
ing in the San Francisco Bay area to contact me for a game or assistance while in
this Country. I am on Active duty with the U.S.Army and should be in the Oakland
S.F. area until June 1973. My home is about 45 minutes away from down town S.F. or
the S.F. International Airport. If possible I would like to have some advance notice.
My telephone number is 278-2455." Major M.Ray, 16642 Selby Drive, San Leandro,
Calif. 94578, U.S.A.

00O00

Back Numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available at 18p (40c) each from the
Editor. The only month's available are November 1968; January, April, June, July,
August and October 1971; January, February and March 1972.

00O00

Any wargamer in the Stoke-on-Trent area who wants 0 partner, perhaps with a view
to forming a Club, please contact P.Rutland, 238 Trent-Valley Road, Oakhill, Stoke.

00O00

FOR SALE: "Diplomacy" - excellent condition - £2.50 or highest offer. F.
Marshall, 8 Davieland Road, Whitecraigs, Renfrewshire.

—-00O00—

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

00O00---

"I hope to be spending this Autumn at an American University, if I pass First-
Year exams; don't know where yet, probably Ea3t Coast, maybe South Carolina. Is
there anyone in America to contact for addresses? - some sort of 'Central Office'?
- John Turnbull, 43 Woodpark Drive, Knaresborough, Yorkshire."

---00O00

BOARDGAMES WANTED; Avalon Hill, Poultron Press, etc., especially Blitzkrieg,
Waterloo. Also Confrontation if any copies floating about. Details and prices to
John Turnbull, Warwick University Wargames Society, E 61, Rootes Hall, Warwick
University, Coventry.

---00O00

BOOKS - Continued from Page 21.

career I made myself a Naval Landing Party with straw-hatted sailors and a company
of Marines circa 1880 - and many a bright little engagement they have had too! Then
I recall the occasion during I940 at a Drill Contest in southern England when a
Royal Marines squad beat the Guards, the Royal Tank Regiment and sundry other in
fantry regiments into the ground! But back to this fine book which so proudly and
ably relates albeit in very concise form, the numerous thrilling actions in which
the Royal Marines distinguished themselves. This is a very nice book and, as an
easy source of reference will stand proudly besides my two cherished copies of
Britain's Sea Soldiers by Colonel C Field - the authoritive history of the Royal
Marines.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS 3Y DONALD FZATHSRSTCNB - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAIISS" - The original text book of wargaming. '.1.65p. (#5.75).

"N'.VAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. .:i.65p. (#5.75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5«75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargamos" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"WARGAM:: CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced worgamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
C1.90p. (#^.00).

"WAROAMir. THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to lSOO AD" - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and 30ldiers, their <>rms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient n^riod - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. r.5.00p including postage. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book th-t introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Fublished by David and Charles). ".2.50p. (#5.00).

"l'TLIT''i.;.:' MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildin ;.;; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix ;'nd i'iotorex plastic figures.
(Fublished by Kaye and ,'ard). £2.05;.. (#6.00).

"HAND3C0" FO? MOjEL SCLDIE:; CCLLJCTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makero, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#5.00).

"AT TH.:M '..'ITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1045-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"MACiX.UALD OF THE 42nd" - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watoh, in En land,
lurin,- the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p, (#8.00 IT.3,A.).

"OLD TI7ISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
»uide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with war-aming

1. Rules for '.ncient Wargames (1000 3C to 900 AD) by Tony Beth.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic i/argames by Donald Featberstonc.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Ilatives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

0. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p. (#3.50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

oW^n/MSi1?? «nd non Sterlin^ cheques require an additional 50 cents Bank handlin



Get every
detail right

with Airfix

It a Hie lillle things—like Ihe opening halcnes and elevating machnii
gun on this Centurion lank—that really make the model i And

that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail—a perfect

replica of the real thing I There are nineteen senos each made
to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose Irom at prices

i'om I7r. From all good notiov shops and F W WoolwoMh
Ask lor the catalogue
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